These exercises will be due at the beginning of class on Friday, March 3.

1. Identify each of the multi-word constituents within the sentence *My father never saw elephants in the wild.* Justify your answer by applying the Coordination test to each such constituent.

2. Diagram the tree structure of the sentence *The visitor from Ankeny observed that the speaker announced the passage of the bill prematurely.*

3. Diagram the deep and surface structures of the sentence *Which animals are we feeding in the pen?* and specify the movement transformations that convert the former into the latter.

4. Diagram the deep and surface structures of the sentence *Were the doors opened?* and specify the movement transformations that convert the former into the latter.

5. Diagram the deep and surface structures of the noun phrase *the look that the plumber gave the electrician.* (Here the word *that* is a relative pronoun, similar to *who* and *which* in the textbook’s examples of relative clauses.)